
 

 

 

My name is Bev Remillard - I'm honored you've asked me to prepare a custom quilt for you. First of all  I 
only prepare MY quilt designs, so my custom design service applies to any of my published designs with 
the exception of color or size  Or custom designs made for you.  I do not custom prepare quilts from 
other designers.   

As a designer, my quilts are my babies and I love choosing the fabric and designing the quilt, so what I 
offer is a custom design of one of my quilts or a design specially prepared for you!   I prefer choosing the 
fabric as I am also aware of the best color values and print design for quilt placement.  I also consult with 
you for color choices of course.  If you provide the fabric, my fee is $270 which includes the quilting.  If I 
provide the fabric the cost would be $350.00  for a 45" square quilt or less.  If you are looking for a 
larger quilt the price is as follows. 

Quilt Size                        My Fee                      Plus Fabric 

Large Lap 52 x 70          $350.00                     $100.00 

Twin                                 $375.00                     $125.00 

Full/Queen                      $425.00                     $150.00 

Making a custom design quilt is a pleasure for me to share with you, so I will do everything I can for you 
satisfaction, however I should warn you in interest of time I allow for 4-5 conversations between you 
and I as follows: 

Original Contact - initial contact and discussion of desired quilt, plus confirmation of fees/charges, 
 deposit must be made before work begins 

Design consult - I draft a design (if published design chosen, this step may be eliminated) 

Preview + changes 1 - Preview of design and color choices 

Preview + change 2 - Additional preview and color adjustments (if necessary) 

Final approval - Approval of quilt, design and colors, book quilter - generally 2 weeks  for delivery after 
 quilting. 

I ask for half cost deposit and the balance is paid as I ship the quilt.  My lead time is 3-4 weeks. 

My phone is 949 600-8833 and my email is bevquiltlady@aol.com 
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